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Abstract

As Mobile Ad-hoc network (MANET) has become a very
important technology, research concerning its security
problem, especially, in intrusion detection has attracted
many researchers. Feature selection methodology plays a
central role in the data analysis process. The proposed
features are tested in different network operating con-
ditions. PCA is used to analyze the selected features.
This is because, redundant and irrelevant features often
reduce performance of the detection system. Perfor-
mance reduction will occur both in speed and predictive
accuracy. This paper aims to select and analyze the
network features using principal component analysis.
In this paper, performing various experiments, normal
and attack states are simulated and the results for the
selected features are analyzed.
Keywords: Feature selection, intrusion detection,
MANET, PCA

1 Introduction

Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) is an unstructured
wireless network that can be established temporarily, e.g.
applications for MANET may include deployment in bat-
tle field, small offices of universities. Each node is selfish
and independent in the decision making. In MANET,
nodes can add-in to the network or detach from it at any
time. Thus, there is no central control on the network
for the nodes to follow [20]. Intrusion detection models
were introduced by Denning in 1987 and rather are a new
technology [5, 20].

Intrusion detection systems can be categorized into
two models: Signature-based intrusion detection [2] and
anomaly-based intrusion detection. Signature-based in-
trusion detection uses signatures of the attacks to detect
the intrusion. This type of detection monitors the net-
work for finding a match between the network traffic and a
known attack pattern. On the other hand, anomaly-based

intrusion detection creates a profile based on the normal
behavior of the network [23, 25]. In this approach, system
monitors the network and detects the anomalous behav-
iors within it. In this method, detection is performed by
learning the normal behavior of the network and compar-
ing it versus the behavior of the monitored network. The
advantage of the anomaly-based detection is its ability to
detect new attacks without any prior knowledge about
it [5].

This paper purposes a neighbor monitoring intrusion
detection based on the traffic profile of the node, where
feature selection is used to improve its performance. The
proposed approach uses the anomaly-based intrusion de-
tection method. In Ad-hoc networks, packets that are
sent from each node can be used for network condition
monitoring. Using the traffic data, behavior of the node’s
neighbor can be monitored. In the reported work, 16 fea-
tures in the network traffic are monitored. This paper, in-
tends to show the difference between the normal operating
state of a network and the operating state of the network
once it experiences a DoS attack. In the anomaly-based
intrusion detection, the profile of the network in its nor-
mal state of operation is initially extracted. Later on,
this profile is compared versus the current state of the
network. Detecting any deviation from the normal state
of operation in the network, system will produce an alarm
message to show the anomalous behavior. Intention is to
analyze these parameters in different working conditions
in order to find the most stable features in the network
for this purpose. To do so, various operating conditions
for network traffic in both normal and attack states are
simulated.

The reported work intends to reduce the dimensional-
ity of the network features. This reduction may lead to
increase in intrusion detection speed, since the IDS would
have fewer features to analyze. Network features such as
movement and number of the nodes are also considered
in the reported work.

This paper is organized in the following way: Section 2
presents solutions for intrusion detection systems (IDS)
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in mobile Ad-hoc networks. Section 3 describes the tech-
niques and protocols used in this work. These techniques
include PCA and profile-based IDS. Dynamic source rout-
ing (DSR) is the protocol used in the proposed scheme.
Section 4 explains the simulation environment for the pro-
posed scheme and the data collection methodology used in
this work. Section 5 describes the analysis of the simula-
tions results. Section 6 provides conclusions and Section 7
describes future works.

2 Related Works

The first solution for IDS in MANET was proposed by
Zhang et al. [26]. In their paper, they proposed two
important solutions, i.e. anomaly-based and signature-
based detection. The work detects attacks using anomaly-
based intrusion detection. Implementing this kind of de-
tection, moving speed of the nodes, their distance, rate for
the rout change, hop counter parameters were used. In
signature-based intrusion detection, a pre-prepared rule
is used to detect an attack.

In a work reported by Hu et al., an approach based on
digital signatures was used to detect rushing and worm-
hole attacks [11, 12].

In a work reported by Huang et al., a new anomaly-
based intrusion detection system capable of detecting new
attacks is introduced [13]. They introduced a new data
mining method that performs “cross-feature analysis” to
capture the inter-feature correlation patterns in normal
traffic. This paper does not present a solution for detect-
ing intrusions [13]. Huang et al.’s reported work can de-
tect type and source of the attack [14]. This is achieved by
exchanging monitored data between neighboring nodes.

In a reported work by Gilham et al., a rule-based in-
trusion detection system named IDES is introduced [19].
IDES learns users’ behavior and uses misuse detection
approach. Alerts are generated once a suspicious activ-
ity that deviates significantly from the established normal
usage profiles is detected.

In a work reported by Kim et al., they have developed
a real-time intrusion detection system which combines on-
line feature extraction method with least squares support
vector machine classifier [17]. They have used DARPA99
(KDD 99) dataset for the experiments and there is no
simulation environment used in this work.

In a work reported by Farid et al., a new approach for
intrusion detection based on adaptive Bayesian algorithm
is proposed. This algorithm classifies different types of at-
tacks included in KDD 99 benchmark intrusion detection
dataset [7].

In a work reported by Wang et al., C4.5 decision tree
classification method is used to build an effective decision
tree for intrusion detection. Later on, the decision tree
was converted into rules and was saved in a knowledge
base of an intrusion detection system. These rules are
used to judge whether the new network behavior is normal
or not [7].

In a work reported by Ye et al., a distributed IDS in
network layer is proposed for the MANET [25]. In a
work reported by Denning et al., a new survey in IDS
system is reported [5]. This paper categorizes IDS into
three models: signature-based IDS, anomaly-based and
feature-based IDS. The set of normal work specifies base
model in the feature set and detects attacks monitoring
deviation from this model. Thus this method can detect
new attacks. In a work reported by Richeldi et al. [21], a
genetic algorithm is proposed to select effective features.
This method is very slow. Another feature selection is
proposed by Chen et al., in which they utilize three fea-
ture selection algorithms. They use an SVM classifier [4]
and two multi-labels [3].

In a work reported by Wang et al., Markov Blanket
algorithm is applied on the feature selection part of an
intrusion detection method [24]. In this approach, Markov
Blanket algorithm can decrease the number of features.

This paper intends to find effective features in de-
tecting intrusions in MANET. None of the above works
present a method to measure effectiveness of the features
and a way to find and select them.

3 The Proposed Techniques and
Protocols

There are many techniques that can be used for monitor-
ing the nodes and analyzing the results. In the proposed
method of approach, a profile-based monitoring technique
and the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique
are implemented. Network performance is dependent on
the selected routing protocol. For the same reason, the
DSR protocol is used in this work.

3.1 Profile-based Neighbor Monitoring
IDS

This paper proposes a profile-based intrusion detection
system for wireless Ad-hoc networks [24]. In the pro-
posed IDS, each node builds a profile for every one of its
neighbors [18]. The profile includes all features listed in
Table 1. The data packet size indicates the packet type.
They are all traffic related features [10].

A node can use a profile by keeping it to monitor its
neighbor node’s behavior. This paper simulates this tech-
nique on a number of selected features in a simulation
environment.

3.2 Principal Component Analysis

PCA is used to analyze results of the scenario-based Ad-
hoc network simulations [10]. Simulation output is in
comma-separated vector (CSV) format.

PCA is a classic technique in statistical data analysis,
feature extraction and data compression. Goal is to find
a smaller set of variables in a set of multivariate measure-
ments with less redundancy.
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Table 1: Networks feature

Features 1. My address
2. Destination address
3. Route REQuest (RREQ) from node I
4. Route REPly (RREP) from node I
5. Route error from node I
6. Total packet received from node I
7. My received sent packet
8. ACK packet from node I
9. Traffic sent from node I
10. Total received RREQ,
11. Total RREP
12. Total received (Route Request ERror)

RRER
13. Total Traffic received,
14. Total ACK received,
15. Timestamp
16. DSR header

The starting point for PCA is a random vector x with
n elements. There are available samples x(1) . . . x(T )
from this random vector. No explicit assumptions on the
probability density of the vectors are made in PCA, as
long as the first and the second-order statistics are known
or can be estimated from the sample [6]. No generative
model is assumed for vector x. Typically the elements of
x are measurements like pixel gray levels or values of a
signal at different time instants [16].

In the PCA transform, the vector x is first centered by
subtracting its mean [9, 16]:

x ←− x− E{x}.
In practice, the mean is estimated from the available

sample x(1) . . . x(T ).
The matrix X is a n× n covariance matrix of x.

Cx ←− E{xxT }.
It is well known from basic linear algebra that the solution
to the PCA problem is given in terms of the unit-length
eigenvectors e1, e2, . . . , en of the matrix Cx. The ordering
of the eigenvectors is such that the corresponding eigen-
values d1, . . ., dn satisfy d1 ≥ d2 ≥ . . . ≥ dn.

Thus the first principal component of x is

y1 = eT
1 x.

3.3 DSR Protocol

DSR is an active routing protocol that is implemented
based on source routing [15]. The header of the packet has
a list of nodes addresses to pass it in source routing. At
first, source route discovers the path to the source node.
Using this method prevents the route to follow a cyclic
path. Middle nodes of this routing do not need to col-
lect latest nodes status such as sequence number unlike

AODV. All nodes can listen to the packets in the DSR
routing network. Nodes can update the routing infor-
mation in cache table based-on available paths in packet
header for further usages. This routing protocol does not
need to use HELLO packets [22]. This paper intends to
use this protocol because of the aspects such as Nodes
ability to sniff packets in the network [8].

4 Implementation

This paper implements the networks to monitor the fea-
tures and evaluate the selected feature and analyze net-
works. There are more than 80 scenarios that show nor-
mal and attack networks with parameters as described
in Table 2. Since these 80 scenarios have similarities in
their behavior, only a selected number of them are re-
ported in this paper. For example, in a scenario with 20
nodes, voice over IP (VOIP-PCM) traffic, fast movement
is simulated. An experimental network is implemented
for experimenting with different scenarios. Networks test
run was for 180 seconds. Radio signal radius is 250 meters
for all nodes. The implementation area is 2000m * 2000m
in size. The network topology is WLAN (infrastructure).
All the scenarios were implemented in the simulation en-
vironment.

4.1 Data Collection

This paper intends to answer the following three ques-
tions. Question number one: why features listed in Table
1 are good candidates? Question number two: is this fea-
ture a proper one? Or how it can be evaluated? Question
number three: which feature is appropriate?

This section will explain why the selected features are
the right candidates. Selected features are described here.

1) My address:
It shows the source addresses. This feature is applied
to specify the intruder or the misbehaved node.

2) Destination address:
Destination address is selected to specify nodes that
are under attack.

3) RREQ from node I:
Some Denial of Service (DoS) attack methods attack
other nodes by sending a lot of route request. There-
fore, route request feature is selected to specify how
many Route Requests is sent.

4) My sent packet:
This feature shows selfish behavior of the nodes. As-
sume a node that wants to send a packet to destina-
tion B, but there is no straight path from the node A
to B. Therefore, it sends a Route Request to its neigh-
bors. Let node X receives the packet and forwards it
to other nodes. Since the node A is a neighbor of the
node X, the forwarded packet is sent to node A as
well. This feature specifies neighbor behavior. This
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is needed because neighboring node may not forward
the packet.

Other features are also selected to specify neighbor’s
behavior. Nodes monitor the whole received traffic. This
traffic is received from neighboring nodes. Each node
monitors these features from the network traffic.

Network traffic can be monitored by changing the DSR
protocol. In the simulation environment a logger function
was added to the DSR protocol, so that, it can log the
feature values. A sampling rate of 1 second is selected
in DSR protocol for the network. Later on, features are
extracted and recorded for each network scenario. The
collected dataset is stored in comma-separated text files,
different files for different scenario. Next step is to analyze
and evaluate dataset for the scenarios. PCA theory is
used for the analysis, reduction dimension and evaluation
of features. All the features are normalized (zero mean
and unit variance). Then covariance matrix is calculated.
Covariance matrix is a n*n matrix. Features dependency
is shown in this matrix. PCA (as described in Section 3.2)
is applied on the covariance matrix.

4.2 Scenarios

In this section, three scenarios are presented. This work
uses a profile-based feature selection.

4.2.1 Scenario 1

A normal state of operation for a network is a state that
presents the normal daily operation of the network once
it is not under any kind of attacks. Different types of net-
work traffics are generated in network. Node movements
in some networks are made to be fast or slow. Nodes
are made static or dynamic. In this network, distances
between nodes are variable.

Network parameters used in this work are presented
in Table 2. Networks are simulated in the simulation en-
vironment and feature values are recorded for different
combinations of the network parameters (Table 2).

A sample network may include 20 nodes with VOIP
(GSM) traffic. The nodes in this network are pervaded in
2000*2000 square meter area and these nodes can move
as fast as 200 meters per second. Distant nodes are very
few, and nodes are within the transmission radius of sev-
eral nodes. Other networks are implemented using same
parameters as in Table 2.

Network operation is tested and simulated in various
operating conditions and its operating profile was stored
in different profile files.

DoS attack is described in the following section and
then some attack scenarios are explained.

4.2.2 DoS Attack

DoS attack is divided into two categories. In the first cat-
egory, one intruder attacks other nodes in the Ad-hoc net-
work services and does not let them to provide their ser-

Table 2: Network parameters

Number of 20-50
Nodes
Traffic Voip (gsm)-Voip (pcm)-video
type conference high quality-video

conference (low quality)
Nodes Random way point (fast-static-low)
movement
Nodes
distances
(density) Far-close

vices. In the second category, this attack is a distributed
attack and more than one intruder performs attack on the
other nodes [1].

This is called Distributed DoS (DDoS) attack. Because
of the inherent limitations of MANET’s routing protocols
various types of DoS and DDoS are possible. The at-
tack initiates or forwards fake Route Requests (RREQs)
that lead to forcefully allocating network resources and
forcing denial of service to genuine nodes. As mentioned
earlier, the default value of RREQ rate is limited to 10
RREQs/sec. This means that each node is expected to
observe some self-control on the number of RREQs that
it sends in one second. A compromised node may choose
to set the value of parameter RREQ RATELIMIT to a
high number or even disable this limiting feature. Thus
compromised nodes allow their system to send large num-
ber of RREQ packets per second. The proposed scheme
transfers the responsibility of monitoring this parameter
to the node’s neighbor. This problem is caused due to the
flooding of RREQs from a compromised node.

4.2.3 Scenario 2

Denial of Service (DoS) is simulated in this scenario. In
DSR protocol, a malicious node overrides the restriction
by increasing or disabling RREQ RATELIMIT (limit for
initiating/forwarding RREQ per second). A node can
change this parameter. This is possible since it has au-
thority over this parameter. A compromised node chooses
the value of RREQ RATELIMIT parameter to a high
number. This allows DoS to flood the network with fake
RREQ rate and will lead to a kind of DoS attack. In this
type of DoS attack, a non-malicious node cannot fairly
serve the other nodes due to the network-load imposed
by the fake RREQ rate. This leads to the following prob-
lems:

• Network bandwidth reduction.

• Node’s processing time is wasted (more overhead).

• The network resources like memory (routing table
entries) are wasted.

• The node’s battery power is rapidly consumed.
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Most of the network resources are wasted trying to gen-
erate routes to the unknown destinations or routes that
are not going to be used for any communication. This im-
plies that the existing version of DSR is vulnerable to such
type of malicious behavior from an internal node (which
is named a compromised node).

Intruder nodes are deployed in different areas, with
different traffic and different node movement to find bet-
ter results. This scenario is simulated and results are
recorded in various profiles.

4.2.4 Scenario 3

Another kind of DoS attack is simulated in this scenario.
It changes intruder’s path manager parameters to send a
large number of RREDs. This is implemented for two rea-
sons. First reason is that the invisible cache is destroyed
quickly. Thus, this node sends one RREQ for each data
packet. Second reason is because the intruder tries to
establish a random short time connection with other Ad-
hoc nodes. This method of attack is tested in previous
scenarios.

5 Analysis

Analysis for PCA outputs is presented in this section.
The scenarios in Section 4.2 are simulated in various con-
ditions (relevant to Table 2). Important features for var-
ious normal and abnormal states in Ad-hoc networks are
described in the following sections. It is also shown that
some features in normal state of operation are universal
features and their values only experience small changes
once the state of the operation for the network changes.

5.1 Experiment 1

There are 20 networks tested in this experiment. Since
all the 20 networks have shown similar behaviors during
the simulations, only 6 selected experiments are reported
in this paper (Table 3).

These experiments implement the scenario one as it
was explained earlier in this paper. In Figure 1, features
are presented on the horizontal axis. Results from differ-
ent network operation scenarios are presented by different
colors in Figure 1.

Figure 1 shows that the 4th and the 11th feature, where
the latter one is the most important one and has the max-
imum variance. This feature holds maximum information
value among all other features in the network. Features
are tested in 20 network scenarios. Networks are imple-
mented using parameters in Table 2. Features 4, 11, 7
have 99.6%, 60% and 15% information value respectively.
This means that, these features are static with respect to
the network traffic type, density and other network pa-
rameters that have changing values. In the other words,
normal states can be derived using these features. Using
these features, normal states will have similar operating
conditions regardless of the network traffic type. Thus

Figure 1: Network’s six normal states of operation are
presented with different colors

definition of a universal normal state profile would be pos-
sible. In this figure, Features 4 and 11 represent received
RREP from each node and total RREP received from all
nodes.

When network operates in a normal state, nodes send
RREQ to the other nodes with a fixed rate. But in dif-
ferent operating conditions it shows a low variation in
its value. 14 first features show less variation than Fea-
ture 15. As for example, RREP sent from all adjacent
nodes, have higher variations with respect to the times-
tamp (time).

Next step in this paper is about a DoS attack experi-
ment implementing scenarios two and three.

5.2 Experiment 2

The kind of DoS that is tested in this section was de-
scribed in Section 4.2.3. This attack is tested with var-
ious network traffics. Attacks are simulated and results
are logged using parameters in Table 3. Network attacks
are simulated using 30 parameters. Results for Networks
1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 are depicted in Figure 2.

As it is presented in this figure, DoS attack on different
network traffics have a similar graph in this simulation.
The 15th feature is the most important one in these net-
works. Other features have lower variation than the 15th

feature. Feature 15 is the timestamp. Timestamp value
is one second. It means that, other features have smaller
variation in one second. This state show that the network
traffic is in stall. At this state (state of attack), RREP and
RREQ have smaller variations than in normal operating
state. This shows that during a DoS attack, network fea-
tures will have different behavior than when the network
was operating in its normal state of operation.
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Table 3: Networks status parameters

Traffic Type Density No. of Nodes Nodes Movement Network No.
Video conference heavy/light-voip (gsm/pcm) high 20 slow 1

Voip(pcm-low quality) high 20 slow 2
Video conference heavy/light-voip (gsm/pcm) high 20 fast 3

low high 20 fast 4
low low 20 slow 5
low high 50 fast 6

Figure 2: DoS attack Type 2. This type of DoS attack
has a higher number of dynamic features than Type 1.

5.3 Experiment 3

Another DoS attack is simulated in this experiment. Sim-
ilar to the previous experiments, parameters in Table 3
are selected for the profiling. A total number of 30 attack
attempts are simulated. Results are depicted in Figure 3.
As depicted in Figure 3, these types of attacks are similar
to the previous attacks where Feature 15 was the most
important feature. In comparison with Experiment 2, in
Experiment 3, other network features become more active
and hold a higher information value1 (Figure 3). Feature
15 has the highest information value.

5.4 Experiment 4

In this experiment, Network 1 presents normal state, Net-
work 2 presents DoS attack-type one and Network 3 shows
a DoS attack-type two, all simulation results are depicted
in Figure 4. This figure shows the following cases:

• Two types of DoS attack (as described in Experi-
ments 3 and 4) are simulated in various networks.

1Higher variation

Figure 3: DoS attack Type 1. Feature 15 shows the high-
est variation in its value.

They display similar behaviors in all the networks
and depicted graphs are similar.

• The normal state and the attack state show different
parameters with completely different values. This
difference shows that this feature can separate these
two operating states.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a profile-based neighbor monitoring intru-
sion detection approach in MANET was presented. This
approach is based on feature selection method and it ap-
plies PCA theory to determine network operating condi-
tions. Best network parameters (features) to identify nor-
mal state of network operation are presented. 16 features
are selected for test in these networks. PCA shows that
it is not necessary to monitor all the features to identify
the operating condition of the networks. Some features
have more variation in their values than others, which
makes them more valuable for network condition moni-
toring. Thus, this approach can reduce the overhead of
monitoring the networks. A normal state of operation is
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Figure 4: Normal state versus DoS attack. Show the
different status

separated from the attack state by detecting deviation of
certain feature values and selected parameters.

7 Future Works

In this paper, DSR protocol is selected as the route pro-
tocol. Ad-hoc On Demand Vector (AODV) can be also
selected for the routing. This new protocol can be tested
in the simulation environment. Another extension is fea-
ture selection on all network features that include both
static features and traffic related features for intrusion
detections.
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